Recent STNext™ Enhancements Add Value and Convenience for Searchers

STNext is a new gateway to the world's premier solution for scientific, technical and IP research. Built on the classic STN® foundation, STNext delivers the comfort and confidence of classic STN in a new, browser-based interface. For a summary of some of the newest features recently added to STNext – including the Command Window, Alerts Setup and Management, and Analyze wizard enhancements – click here.

Search tip: Using STN® Scripts for automated searches in STNext™

This STN search tip provides a general introduction to scripts in STNext and exemplifies scripting with the help of an automated manual alert for an agrochemical substance. Scripts are indispensable search aids long relied upon by experienced searchers to automate parts of the search process and develop and share search strategies. Typically, scripts are multi-line search statements which form a search strategy for one or more databases. Read More about this time-saving feature, now available in STNext.

Taiwanese Chemical Substance Inventory Now Included in CHEMLIST®

Coverage of Taiwan’s Chemical Substance Inventory (TCSI; also known as TCSCA) is now included in CHEMLIST. Taiwan's Toxic Chemical Substance Control Act places mandatory compliance requirements on Taiwanese companies that manufacture or import chemical substances and products containing hazardous substances. Over 91,000 substances are currently covered by the Act. Refer to the CHEMLIST Database Summary Sheet for more information on this database, including the wide variety of search and display fields available for it.

New Emtree® Thesaurus Version in Embase Expands Cell Line Names

The third Emtree thesaurus release for 2017 is now available within Embase®. Now totaling 78,676 terms, this new version includes 2,740 new terms compared to the previous version released in May 2017. Of the new terms, 115 are drug terms, allowing you to keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the terminology of
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pharmacology and biomedicine. But the major enhancement in this version is the inclusion of 2,625 new non-drug terms:

- Over 2,000 cell line names, including individual cell line names (e.g., 3A9 cell line) as well as group names (e.g., abdomen metastasis cell line).
- Over 600 device trade names, focusing on devices relevant to cardiovascular and musculoskeletal devices.

To see a list of the new and changed terms in this edition of Emtree, click here.

Q. Does STNext™ offer a real-time view of my search history, similar to the Search History provided by the Discover Wizard in STN Express®?

A. Yes, and there are some important advantages to the search history provided by STNext! Click here to read about the STNext Search History feature.